Taylor outdoor indoor thermometer instructions 1730
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Atomic Hour Settings...... 6
Manual Clock Settings ... 7
Alarm ...... 8
Snooze ...... 10
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Programming Altitude ...... 15
Comfort Reading Level ... 16
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Weather

Welcome to Weather ® System. Simple, reliable, and accurate. The slim and compact unit reads the internal conditions, while wirelessly remote sensors report external weather conditions back to the base unit for an all-in-one weather display. Plan your weekday, play the day, every day. New and improved Weather Power™ System. Indoor / Outdoor. Indoor / Outdoor... 13
How to Display your WeatherGuide™ Over schedule - use the Table Stand behind the foundation. The base unit reads the internal conditions, while wirelessly remote sensors report external weather conditions back to the base unit for an all-in-one weather display. Plan your weekday, play the day, every day. New and improved Weather Power™ System. Indoor / Outdoor. Indoor / Outdoor... 13
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